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How did you come up with the idea for New Hampshire: Then 
& Now? 

I’d been intrigued with this “then and now” concept which 
shows a town or a city in a two spaces and times and I also 
wanted to do another New Hampshire book.  I had published 
New Hampshire: A Living Landscape with panoramic photos, but 
this offered me the opportunity to show how the state has 
changed over time and give people a sense of historical context. 

 
Was it difficult to choose which places to feature? 

You really need to get the “then” photos first. I found about 160 old photos from various 
sources, especially the New Hampshire Historical Society, but also from the towns themselves. 
Both the then and now photos should be interesting so I looked for the “then” photos where I 
thought the contemporary photos would be great as well. That wasn’t always easy, many 
buildings were gone or there was a completely new building so the “now” photo didn’t seem 
interesting anymore. 

 
You had some trouble with this because of New Hampshire’s trees. What happened there? 

Right, the biggest problem I had was trees. In the past we had much more farming in the state 
but now the farmers have gone and the trees have come up! Lumbering has ceased as well so 
that has changed the landscape.  

 
What were some of the other obstacles you faced in getting the “now” shots? 

Other than climbing towers and church steeples, which had its own problems, some of the 
biggest challenges came from just finding the contemporary scenes and deciding whether the 
photo was going to work with the “then” photo. Often there was something in the way or it 
was very difficult to get the right angle.   

 
What are some of your favorite shots in the book? 

One that I really liked is the “then” in a Deerfield shoe shop in 1899 and the “now” with 
Deerfield cobbler Paul Matthews.  In the late 1800s and early 1900s the shoe factory was 
ubiquitous. Seabrook had four or five at one point, but now they’re all gone. This one gave me 
pause because I thought, “what is the ubiquitous industry in New Hampshire now, what’s the 
parallel?” And I couldn’t think of anything—is it software? Computers? Then I thought, “who’s 
making shoes?” Well, there are only two or three people in the state and I found Paul, who at 
age 87 is still making shoes by hand. I think the two photos show the evolution of the industry, 
from factory workers to just one shoemaker, one craftsman and I think that says a lot about 
how much the state has changed not just in the way it looks, but in the way we live.  
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